
 

DAILY TOUR

SEPTEMBER 14 2022

MINING ELBA



TRAVEL PROGRAM
MINING ELBA

DAY 1 - 14

Meeting in Rio nell'Elba and visit to the village, one of the oldest
on the island, deeply linked to its mining roots. The mining and
iron extraction tradition in this part of the island dated back to
the Etruscan age and continues to interest it until a few years ago.
The closing of the last iron mine dates back to 1981. Rio nell'Elba
is perched on a hill 180 meters above sea level and is
characterized by a typical medieval urban layout, with narrow
alleys and stairways that lead to picturesque squares. Transfer to
Cavo (independently) for a short walk to the Tonietti Mausoleum,
also linked to the history of the mines; it was designed by the
Florentine architect Adolfo Coppedé as a private burial place for
the Tonietti family, who managed the Elban mines at the end of
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Followed by lunch
at the Amandolo agri-restaurant immersed in the nature of this
part of the island. Then transfer (independently) to the village in
Rio Marina, another coastal mining village, to visit the village.
Visit to the mining museum. Time for a shower before dinner at
the harbour baths. Following transfer (autonomously) to the
Hermitage of Santa Caterina tasting inside the Orto dei Semplici
of Elba.  
 
At 21:00 (independently) transfer to the village for the screening.  



PRICE AND INFO
MINING ELBA

ONE DAY TOUR

€ 80,00 per person

What's included:

 Guided tour of the mining villages of Rio Marina and Rio
nell’Elba Tasting lunch in a local farm. 
Candlelit tasting dinner in the Orto dei Semplici
Screening at 9.30pm  

Transfers to and from the excursion locations  
Personal expenses  
Various extras  
Everything not mentioned in "What's included"

What's not included:

N.B. This program may be subject to slight variations in schedule or
slight changes in itinerary due to logistical needs also determined
on the spot by the tour guide/leader or causes beyond our agency's
control (e.g. variation in days of closure of museum sites, closure of
provincial roads due to events, sports competitions or maintenance
work).


